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Discrete Math      Name ______________________________ 
Lessons 3.6 – Method  of Sealed Bids  
Exercise 1         Period   ___________   
 
 
The method of sealed bids is a discrete fair division method that seeks a way to fairly divide 
objects such as houses, cars and artwork that players do not want to sell for cash.  An example of 
this situation is the settlement of an estate that the owner wishes to divide among his or her 
children.  The estate might involve valuable items that the owner and the children want to keep 
in the family.  Objects such as houses obviously cannot be divided, but the method of sealed bids 
provides a way to “fairly divide the value of objects” among the heirs. 
 
The method of sealed bids works only if the following conditions are met. 

- Each player must have enough money to play the game.  If a player is going to make 
an honest bid on the items, he must be prepared to pay cash for some or all of them. 

- Each player must be willing to accept money as a substitute for any item.  
 
Example 1. The best way to describe the method of sealed bids is through an example.  
 
In her last will and testament, Grandma leaves three valuable items – a house, a car and a 
painting – to her four grandchildren, Art, Betty, Carla and Dave.  Her will stipulates that the 
items cannot be sold to outsiders but must be kept in the family and fairly divided among them. 
 
Step 1 – Bidding. Each player makes a cash bid for each of the items in the estate giving his or 
her honest assessment of the value of each item.  The bids must be made independently and 
sealed so that no player knows what another is bidding.  When all the bids are in, they are 
opened.  The table below shows the bids for each of the grandchildren. 

 
Step 2 – Allocation. Each item goes to the highest bidder.  If there is a tie, the tie is broken 
randomly (e.g., a coin toss).  In this example, the house goes to ____________________, the car 
goes to ____________________, and the painting goes to ____________________. 
 
Step 3 – First Settlement. Since ____________________ did not receive any of the items, and 
the other grandchildren received items of different value, some of the grandchildren will pay 
cash to the estate and some will receive cash from the estate to ensure a fair division of the value 
of the estate.  The players who received the items that are worth the most will generally pay cash 
to the estate, while the players who received no items or items of lesser value will receive cash.   
 
 

 Art Betty Carla Dave 

House  220,000 250,000 211,000 198,000 

Car   40,000   30,000   47,000   52,000 

Painting 280,000 240,000 234,000 190,000 
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We must first determine each player’s fair dollar share of the estate.  A player’s fair dollar 
share is determined by adding each player’s bids and dividing the total by the number of players.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Calculate each player’s total bid. 

Calculate each player’s fair-dollar 
share (total bid ÷ no. of players). 
 
The fair-dollar shares are the baseline for the first settlement.  If the total value of the items a 
player receives is more than the player’s fair-dollar share, then the player owes money to the 
estate.  If the total value of the items a player receives is less than the player’s fair-dollar share, 
then the player will receive money from the estate.  The difference between these amounts 
determines the preliminary cash settlement.  The players whose preliminary cash settlement is 
positive will receive that amount from the estate; the players whose preliminary cash settlement 
is negative will owe money to the estate 
 
 
 
Re-enter the fair-dollar share for 
each player 

Enter the total value of the items 
received by each player. 

Calculate the preliminary cash 
settlement. 
(fair dollar share – value of items) 
 
 
Step 4 – Division of Surplus Cash.  If we add the cash owed to the estate (the negative cash 
settlements) and subtract from that the cash paid by the estate (the positive cash settlements), we 
find that there is a cash surplus. 
 
Add the cash settlements owed to the estate as positive values.  Art owed _______________ to 
the estate, and Betty owed _______________ to the estate.  The total owed is _______________. 
 
Add the cash settlements paid by the estate.  Carla was paid _______________ by the estate, and 
Dave was paid _______________ by the estate.  The total cash paid is _______________. 
 
Calculate the surplus cash:  total cash owed – total cash paid = surplus cash 
 
      ____________ –  ___________  =  ___________ 

 Art Betty Carla Dave 

House  220,000 250,000 211,000 198,000 
Car   40,000   30,000   47,000   52,000 
Painting 280,000 240,000 234,000 190,000 

Total Bid     
Fair-Dollar 

Share     

 Art Betty Carla Dave 

Fair Dollar 
Share     

Value of 
Items 

Received 
    

Preliminary 
Cash 

Settlement 
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Lessons 3.6 – Method  of Sealed Bids  
Exercise 1 (continued)  
 
 
 
Each player gets a fair share of the surplus cash.  The fair share of surplus cash is determined by 
dividing the surplus cash by the number of players. 
 
Calculate the fair share of surplus cash:  
 

surplus cash ÷ no. of players = fair share of surplus cash 
 
             ___________ ÷ ___________ =  ___________ 
  
The final cash settlement for each player is determined by adding his fair share of surplus cash 
to his preliminary cash settlement. 
 
 
 

Re-enter the preliminary cash 
settlement. 

Enter the fair share of surplus cash for 
each player. 

Calculate the final cash settlement 
(preliminary cash + fair share surplus) 
 
 
Step 5 – Final Settlement. The final settlement is obtained by adding the final cash settlement to 
the item(s) received by each player. 
 
Art gets the ____________________ and must pay the estate ____________________ in cash. 
 
Betty gets the ____________________ and must pay the estate ____________________ in cash. 
 
Carla gets none of the items and receives ____________________ in cash from the estate. 
 
Dave gets the __________________ and receives __________________ in cash from the estate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Art Betty Carla Dave 

Preliminary 
Cash 

Settlement 
    

Fair Share  
Surplus Cash     

Final Cash 
Settlement     
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Example 2.  Andre, Bea and Chad are dividing an estate consisting of a house, a small farm and 
a painting using the method of sealed bids.  The bids each player made on the items in the estate 
are shown in the table.  Complete the table to determine the fair division of the estate. 
 

 
  
  
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Andre gets ____________________ and will ___________________ (pay to or receive from) 
the estate ____________________ in cash. 
 
Bea gets ____________________ and will ___________________ (pay to or receive from) the 
estate ____________________ in cash. 
 
Chad gets ____________________ and will ___________________ (pay to or receive from) 
the estate ____________________ in cash. 
 
 

 Andre Bea Chad 

House $150,000 $146,000 $175,000 

Farm  430,000 425,000 428,000 

Painting 50,000 59,000 57,000 

Total Bid    

Fair Dollar Share    

Value of Items 
Received    

Preliminary Cash 
Settlement    

Fair Share of 
Surplus Cash    

Final Cash 
Settlement    

 
Total Surplus Cash 
 
_______________ 


